Top 10 Reasons
Hospitals And IDNs Choose
PolicyMedical
Saas-based Risk, Governance and Regulatory Compliance
Software Solutions for the Healthcare Industry

Trusted by more than 3000 healthcare organizations, PolicyMedical is focused on delivering
health and happiness to our clients. Our PolicyManager™, Contracts Manager and Integrity
Manager software solutions enable time-starved healthcare professionals to automate and
streamline workflows that were traditionally manual and paper based, optimize operational
efficiencies, mitigate risk, reduce costs by 80% and improve overall patient quality.
1. Ease of Use
Our world class software
solutions are designed for
simplicity boast an intuitive
easy to use graphical
interface that is easy to navigate even by
users with minimum IT experience. We are
focused on providing a seamless user
experience to help users quickly find the
policies, contracts and other documents
needed to successfully perform their duties.
2. Flexible, Scalable Platform
Our solutions have been developed for the
needs of small hospitals, clinics, and
laboratories to the more demanding
requirements of large integrated delivery
systems who require a solution that offers
the flexibility to scale across
multiple facilities, business
units and departments and
to be accessed by thousands
of employees on a daily basis.
3. Strong Customer Focus with
Exceptional Customer Service
PolicyMedical is recognized
by its customers for the
exceptional and timely
customer service provided
by our North American Client
Success team. Our team has experience
successfully managing hundreds of
deployments with a proven implementation
methodology as well as providing virtual
and/or on-site software training.

“Rated 10!! Your customer service is the
best. You listen to your customer and
make changes quickly… Definitely a
difference for the better. Our policies are
updated when needed and it is easy to
find policies and approve them.”
Niki Wiltshire, Executive Assistant, Clinic
Administration, CoxHealth

4. Advanced Search and Autofill Googlelike Search Functionality
Our software provides front
line staff and users with the
ability to quickly find the
documents they need at the
point of patient care on any device, at
anytime, within seconds.
5. One Comprehensive Regulatory
Compliance and Risk Management
Software Solution
Our software solutions are
designed specifically for
healthcare. We understand
hospitals and IDNs are under
extreme scrutiny and pressure
to be accreditation ready and meet
regulatory compliance mandates, therefore,
we have designed our solutions to provide
the highest levels of efficiencies and
productivity. Our integrated solution
enables you to eliminate the need to
manage multiple vendors, relationships, and
contracts.

6. Strategic Alliances
PolicyMedical has fostered
strategic partnerships with
leading software to deliver
greater operational efficiencies
through the integration of our solution with
complementary technologies. Our reseller
partnership with Elsevier enables hospitals
and IDNs to procure our policy management
solution directly from Elsevier and integrate
it with Elsevier Clinical Skill Sets.
7. Crosswalking Policies to Regulatory
Bodies
PolicyMedical is focused on optimizing
operational efficiencies
and ensuring healthcare
organizations maintain
their accreditation status,
therefore, we have formed
partnerships with DNV GL, HFAP, and The
Joint Commission to provide direct linkage
to these accreditation bodies. Policies can
be mapped within PolicyManager™ directly
to the Standards published by these
agencies.

9. Real-time Email Alerts, Reporting and
Web-based Dashboards
Our solutions provide real-time email and
text based notifications as well as
updates to web-based
dashboards in the form of
color coded indicators to
keep staff informed. We
understand the importance
of receiving information about new policies,
OIG screening, and exclusion results as well
as contract expirations in a timely manner.
10. Continuous Innovation
We are focused on
continually enhancing our
software solutions. Our R&D
team working under the direction
of our Chief Medical Officer and
Product Strategist works on 3-week sprints
with new product features and
enhancements being made available to you
once a month. We also regularly reach out
to our existing customers to solicit their
feedback on enhancements and new
functionality that will enable them to
capitalize on greater operational efficiencies.

8. Comprehensive Audit Trails
PolicyMedical understands
the need and importance of
being able to provide
administrative evidence of
compliance whether that be
for HIPAA or other regulatory compliance
standards, therefore, our software solutions
include detailed audit trails enabling you to
invoke governance in the form of a
comprehensive overview of all document
interactions.

“As always, PolicyMedical and all those
who assist us from PolicyMedical are
awesome. The customer service provided
is superb and should be a role model for all
other businesses throughout the world.”
Myra, RN – Clinical Standards,
Mountain States Health Alliance

About PolicyMedical
PolicyMedical is a leading provider of cloud-based enterprise-class healthcare regulatory
compliance software solutions designed to reduce administrative burden and enhance patient
safety. We were founded in 2001 with the vision to make people happy and healthy by reducing the
stress, and anxiety related to policy, contract, vendor and employee management. Our customers
include the likes of Advocate Health Care, Baylor Scott & White Health, Dignity Health, Kindred
Healthcare and others.
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Visit our website: www.policymedical.com
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